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Weekly R.U.G.S Newsletter
STOPPING THE BAD LUCK HABIT
This week in the R.U.G.S. newsletter, we’ll understand how we bring bad luck upon ourselves and ways
we can change this. Believe it or not, we can have happy, abundant, and prosperous lives. This is
everyone’s birthright as believed by many, and taught my few. We are so afraid of trying something new,
or so very used to things not going our way, we sometimes don’t want to open up to the truth. We believe
the things we shouldn’t, please those on earth instead of looking to please the one who put us on the earth.
Here’s a open secret that we’ve chosen to ignore. If we follow the rules of God, and learn his commands,
we’ll become abundant in every area of our life. We’ll gain undying hope and guidance where we cannot
fail. We would succeed in all we do.
The saying, “Hope for the best, but expect the worse”, should not be. The truth is, when you know God, and
understand his ways, and apply them into your life, you’ll rapidly learn to expect miracles and for your
prayers to be answered. God is not a disappointing God; we are the ones who disappoint him with lack of
faith, belief, fear, acceptance, repentance, understanding, appreciation, wisdom, and love. When we learn
to grasp the concept of these things, we’ll see our lives change for the better, and any cloud hovering over
us begins to disperse. Remember, it is only God who can move a mountain, but first, you must ask him to.
There is a way to ask, but to ask him for this, you must believe he can, and he will.
HOW DO WE BRING BAD LUCK ON OURSELVES?

Shameful actions, negative thoughts, and lack of faith are the ways in which we bring bad luck upon
ourselves. Some think rich and spiteful people are lucky and happy, but money isn’t what makes a person
happy. It’s actually love, appreciation, family, and friends. We confuse the important and high things that
matters in life with the insignificant, and what should matter least of all. The only reason money matter
so much in all actuality is due to our many expenses we have in life. These life expenses eventually take
over our minds, and then well allow money to take over us. So much so, the things that should matter
most is what becomes to matter least, but we’re too blinded with the idea of money, we can’t see how we’re
hurting ourselves and those around us. As humans, at times it can be
hard to balance things the way we should. Instead, one outweighs the
other. Just as it’s quoted in the bible, God says we can’t have two
masters. We’ll love one, and despise the other. Being wealthy isn’t the

bad thing, it’s who and what we become on the route to get it, and this worsens for some once its gotten.
For one reason or another, we seem to assume negatively before positively. We say what won’t happen for
us before claiming what will. We get lost in negative thinking, but rarely find ourselves thinking
positively. We actually think more positively about others than we do ourselves. And guess what, you’re
helping that person become more abundant, but limiting your own. Are you thinking this is impossible? If
so, you never heard of manifestation and “The Laws Of Attraction”, or you’ve heard of it, tried, and it
didn’t work, or heard, and just don’t believe it would work. I can tell you from experience; it works, and
works well. I tried it, took it for a drive, and made it to my destination. The only thing is, when I decided to
stop using it, it stopped working. So, what I had gained wasn’t a gain. What I learned is when you learn
the ways of manifesting through God, the creator of the Universe; I received things without asking for it.
Just by thought. The things I did ask for were provided to me as well. This was done without delay.

A lot of people have no idea of this, but have probably heard in life it’s true. There is much power in the
brain and tongue. And the other fact is the brain and tongue manifest from the universe. Now, the “Laws
of Attraction” states” like attracts like”. This means, whatever you give your attention to, or affirm,
regardless if you mean to or not, you’ll attract this into your life. The universe is always working, and it’s
job is to provide to us what we give our attention to. This is especially true for what we give attention to
more so than other things. Even if we dream a repetitive dream, this dream at some point if you think
about it consciously, will manifest into your life. Believe it or not, God works with the universe. The laws
of attraction also states the universe operates in a cause and effect sense. God also says he judges by the
heart, mind, and actions. We also know that God is one with all things. He is all things, and created all
things.
While studying the bible, I began learning and interpreting a lot. Doing so, I learned that we can manifest
through God as long as it isn’t vain. I also learned when it’s through God, it’s something that will stick and
something you would most want. It’s in by no means mediocre, or unnoticeable.
Understand it isn’t enough to pray, hope, affirm, or see it in your mind happening for yourself. It is also
imperative to have faith in God and his promises he have made to you. The promises are written in the
scriptures. Some think the bible was made just to have something to believe in, but this is far from the
truth. The bible and the scriptures in it can truly make a difference and impact in your life. You must
have faith though. Just as the “Laws of Attraction” states, you must believe the universe is able to provide
it to you. This is good, but the key to never losing what you’re blessed with is to know the blessing comes
from God. He is real, alive, and one with all things. Nothing would be if it were not for God. Therefore, a
lot of the times, we put our faith in hope in the wrong things. When we do this, we may get what we want,
but it isn’t permanent, and comes full of turmoil and troubles. When it comes from God, it comes with no
turmoil and troubles with it.

HOW YOU CAN BEGIN YOUR CHANGE, BELIEF SYSTEM, AND BUILD FAITH IN GOD?
If you’re someone like the personality similar to the one I once possessed, you need scientific evidence to
prove accounts in the scripture. If any of these accounts can be proven, you know it was God that sent
these people, and that’s who they worked for. They all worked for God, The Lord of Host. You also know
since these people did his work, and faith, he made miracles happen in their lives. He has also written
them down in History, never to be forgotten. Most importantly, though they may not have fulfilled their
duty by getting the people to the promise land, but God kept his word, and the duty was eventually
fulfilled. Not only that, they still had their place with God, and their children were favored, and
established on earth.
When I did my research on popular biblical accounts I had seen movies on, or read about from one place or
another, or heard about in church, I researched. While doing my research, I learned that there is scientific
evidence left behind. Think about it, all the years that has sailed since the beginning of time, still, God
made sure, as stated, for generation to generation to come, we will know of him and his works. This
generation is about scientific evidence, evidence of history, and proof of anything in order to erase the
doubt. So, God kept up with the trend, and still, he proves his own existence to us. Still, too many of us try
to cover it up, find a way to write it off, and even change up the words in order to make it fit according to
the way we live. The words cannot be changed, nor can they be manipulated. He will always provide, one,
if not many with the truth, and the truth to show in plain sight, in a way that cannot be denied. This is no
coincidence; it is God, the Lord of Host, being God, the one and only almighty.
FALSE HAPPINESS IN EARTHLY THINGS
Closed hearts, unaware of the truths
Used to care enough to seek it out, now just comforted in the world
Believe all is true, why seek it out
Why believe you were promised the greater things
Why have faith and test it out, and see, does God dwell around me
Too proud in your ways, thinking ignorantly, I’ve blessed myself
My luck is good, then, what happens when your earthly gift is taken
You fall in despair, troubled, Where’d your high pride go
If it were yours to truly have, would you have forever lost it,
Could it be taken away in the blink of an eye
Is possible people take from you to open your shut eyes
Simply trying to give you a Heaven Sent Sign
What’s the most important truth you’ve left behind, far from the mind
Open your death ears
A way to make you remember who you turned to that delivered you
Times you cried and heart ached at night, but when you turn
To the righteous, did God not see you through
It is he that promises to make your enemy your footstool
But you forget who it is and was that blessed you
Happy and proud in your earthly things
Then wonder why misery in your life still reigns
The answer for this is your pride and shut eyes,
The forgetfulness of who it is that blessed you all with it
God, the Lord of Host

